
Kinverse Attract is a new type of talent assessment platform.

Automated, transparent and unbiased, it delivers uniformity and
consistency across the hiring process to get to the right candidates
more efficiently than your competitors.

When it comes to creating a shortlist, Kinverse introduces a new
method that evaluates candidates across all the critical areas -
technical competencies, interrelationship skills, and personal
attributes. An anonymous way to pinpoint the best-fit candidates
for the role. 

Substantial time savings are recognised, and extensive analytics
delivers actionable insight into the hiring process and talent pool.  

Kinverse Attract is a talent assessment solution that provides a
great candidate experience, reinforces your brand values and
strengthens your position with clients. 

Hire Faster. Hire Smarter.   

KINVERSE ATTRACT
For Recruiting Firms   



Step 3
Evaluate candidates
instantly

Instantly compares each
candidate’s anonymous
online assessment to the
ideal candidate profile.

The most suitable
candidates are in front of
the client faster, with
structure and guidance for
the interview.

Step 2
Advertise in the
right places

Help clients uncover
candidate potential,
experience, and attributes
with the structured
Question Library. 

Fast identification of the best candidates

Results are bias-free  
The platform identifies the top
talent while candidates remain
anonymous across the process
from initial application right
through to  shortlisting. 

Client requirements matched
Candidates are assessed on
personality, experience and
company fit for a rounded view of
strengths and the best fit for the
role.

Make talent attraction a simple proposition

Step 1
Nail the job
description

Understand the platforms
to use and when to place
the ads to attract the
most suitable candidates.

Step 5
Deliver to
clients rapidly

Step 4
Shortlist quickly
and fairly

Anonymous candidates
are immediately ranked
to identify the strongest
and best matches.

Shortlist the most suitable candidates and have them in front of clients more efficiently and cost-effectively than your competitors.

Efficiency is ensured
A fully automated process with
the candidates self-assessing
means no sifting required and no
more trawling through
mismatched CVs.

Step 6 
Report and
improve

Metrics across the
hiring process identify
areas to improve,
including where bias
features.

KINVERSE ATTRACT

Productivity is assured  
An intuitive platform with native
integration into the leading
Applicant Tracking Systems for a
seamless process and user-
friendly experience. 



Time to hire statistics
Number of completed applications vs incomplete and
drop-out points 
Effectiveness of job boards including success rates 

Gender split 
Age ranges
Salary expectations 
Location heat maps

Manage your compliance position by monitoring internal
and external SLA's
Keep on target and maintain your Preferred Supplier
status
Use verifiable proof of success to negotiate and protect
margins 

Champion efficiency
Benefit from reporting on the recruiting process:- 

Dig into information on the makeup of the talent pool for
each role:-

Use analytics to run an agile business:- 

Provide detailed analytics on the hiring process, from the success of job
boards to the breakdown of the talent pool

Demonstrate your position against your client's D&I targets

Give your clients a standard and comparable methodology for recruiting  

Deliver actionable insight on candidates expectations of comp & bens
packages and training programmes

Champion your clients 
Deliver a responsive and superior service to your clients:-

Intuitive, easy to use and secure platform that guides candidates through
each step

Candidates can give a true representation of themselves, their skills and
potential

Automated notification of the outcome of the application keeps each and
every candidate informed

Feedback on the makeup of the applicant pool ensures candidates have
an exceptional opinion of you and your clients

Champion your candidates
Ensure a fair, informed and engaging candidate experience:-

.

A profitable business requires smart decisions 

KINVERSE ATTRACT

Smart decisions require actionable insight that encompasses your organisation, clients, candidates, and partners.



KINVERSE ATTRACT

Take the stress out of talent attraction. 

Simplify the process, drive cost-savings, and provide a great
experience for your recruiters, clients and candidates with
Kinverse Attract. 

Contact us today to find out more.

Kinverse.io

UK:    +44 (0) 207 617 7369
US:    +1 650 492 5369

LinkedIn/Kinverse

Info@Kinverse.io

https://www.kinverse.io/

